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Don’t forget!
Next Sunday, June 16, is the end
of our baby bottle campaign.
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Now is the time to finish filling your bottle with
checks, cash, and coins.
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The Community Pregnancy Center offers hope by
providing compassionate practical care, accurate
information, Biblical Truth, and life-affirming resources
for pregnancy, sexual integrity, and post-abortion
recovery.
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Many CPC clients make a choice for life when they are assured
they will be able to meet their child’s most basic needs.
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As part of CPC’s Earn While You Learn Program, parents earn
Baby Bucks to purchase maternity and baby supplies in the Baby
Cache!
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Baby Clothes (new or gently used, sizes Newborn to 2T)
Diapers
Baby Monitors
Swings & Bouncers
Car Seats (new only, infant & toddler)
Baby Wipes
Bassinettes
Maternity clothes (new or gently used)
Safety & Bath Supplies
Strollers
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Visit cpcanchorage.com/center-needs for a current list of specific Baby
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